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Let K be a discrete valuation field of mixed characteristic with 
residue field F and unifonnizer Jr. In this paper, we propose an of the main theorem 
of the paper we calculate the conductor in the sense of Abbes and Saito for a 
finite flat group scheme 9 over 0 K which is reducible, killed p and of rank p 2 , and show that 
the Jg-rnodule Q(K) contains the fundamental character of level For this purpose, we 
show that the Dieudonne functor of Breuil is with the base extension K(·,y 11P)j K 
§ l, Introduction 
Let K be a complete discrete valuation field of mixed characteristic with 
perfect residue field F, 
be its inertia. 
G K be its absolute Galois group and 
deflne a tame character e.i ; h; --+ 
to be 
we set 
of nwd Z ( [12]). In other 
m F: is the maximal ideal of 
any of IFp-COnjugates of ej as the fundamental character of level,], 
Let g be a fiat group scheme over When Q is killed p and < ...... ""·~,.,·-"~··v 
that is to say, when the affine of Q is generated over one element, it is 
well-known that the tame characters appearing in the Q(K) are determined 
by the of the Newton of a defining equation of Q, as follows. 
Proposition Ll ([12], Proposition 10). Let 9 be as above and write the 
algebra Q as [T]/(.f(T)) with f(O) = 0. Let s1, ... ,sr· be the 
slopes the Newton the semi-simplification 
Q(K) 
On the other hand, for an elliptic modular form f of level N to p, we also 
have a description the tame characters the associated mod p Galois representation 
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PJ ([9, Theorem 2.5, Theorem 2.6], [8, Section 4.3]). This is based on Raynaud's theory 
of ptolongations of finite flat group schemes or the p-adic Hodge theory. How-
real nuxn ber ab--
solute rm-nification index. In this case, these tv:o theories no longer work well and we 
need some other to the tame characters of a 
In this paper, vve show the following which suggests 
fication of a finite flat can be described by the ramification 
finite fiat rnodel over 0 K. 
'l'heoren1 1.2, Let (} be a gmup scheme which is T'PIJ:n,•:zrc,tPu. p 
and mnk conductor in the sense (2}, (3}. Then the 
- conta·tns rne .".;' 11,· K-,) . 'L cha.mcteT level c(g). 
'I'o prove the main theorem, ""we show of Breuil. 
with the base extension from K to K1 
we can write down a defi.ning of Q over 
the tubular and conductor of Q as in Section 5]. 
In we can show 
dimensional case 
In [10], ;,ve generalize 1.1 
to the case where g is not <uvL>.v~:,x:o<uc. 
any restriction on the absolute o.lJ . .ulcL.:••~l•ua index of K, on the residue kleJ.d F and on 
There we show· that vre can, at least for the finite flat case, deterrnine the semi-
totally different method f:1:om that of Theorem 1.2 in this paper. 
Theorem L3 , Them·em 
Let g be a finiz~e fiat gr011p scheme over 
filtmtion in the sense and 
killed 
characters 
§ 2. Review of the ramification theory of Abbes and Saito 
Let K be a complete discrete valuation field with residue field F 'Nhich may be 
imperfect. Set n: = 7fK to be a of K. The separable closure of K is denoted. 
by and the absolute Galois group of 1{ G K. In and [3], Abbes and Saito defined 
the ramification theory of a finite flat 0 K-algebra of relative intersection. In 
this section, we gather the necessary definitions and briefly recall their theory. 
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Let A be a finite Hat OK-algebra and A be a complete Noetherian semi-local ring 
its topology rad(A)) is of formally smooth over OK and whose 
A/rad(A) is of finite A-+ A is 
COHLCHOUl.UL'l'"' if 
(A-+ and j E 
v:-lri"'UT Xi (A -J· A) constructed as follows. 
Put I= -+ and 
where 1\ means the "ir--adic completion. is a quotient ring of the Tate 
(7' T ) f' ., Q , ,.. T-'- ' 
-'- 1 , . . . , -r or uOJ:h8 I'. J.l·S 
choice of a. representation j = 
We put ( -l ii., and 
pi 
Here no(X K) denotes the set of ,c;,•o<>u.'""" 
X and limit is taken in the 
the 
contravariEmt 
1s constant ([3, Section 1.2]). These define 
the category of finite flat 0 K-algebras to the 
of 0 K-sets. JV[oreover, there are and 
-? Fi for .i' ?- > 0. 
Suppose that A is of relative intersection over 
over K. Then the natural map 
exhaustive and its 
of A is defined to be 
c(A.) = E ---+ Fj (A) is an isomorphism}. 
If B is the afilne algebra of a finite flat group scheme g over which is generically 
etale, then B is of relative intersection Proposition 2.2.2]) and 
the theory above can all be to B. By the (B) is endowed with a 
GK-module structure ([1, Lemme 2.1.1]) and the natural map Q(K) = -+ (B) 
is a Gg-homomorphism. Let gi denote the schematic closure ([11]) in g of the kernel 
of this homomorphism. It is called the j-th ramification filtration of Vile refer c(B) 
as the conductor of g, which is denoted also by . Vile put 
(1(), 
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We write the of B with to some embedding as X~ 
by abuse of notation. 
Example 2.1. For integers 0 ~ s 1 , ..• , s'~' ~ e, let Q = Q(slJ ... , denote the 
1Fpr-vector space scheme ([11]) over defined the r equations 
We set 
+ I _j T ... 1- 1 k+2 + + 1 .P B·r-1 ·' · 
Then owe have ([10, Theorem 
In this case, v1e see that the Q(K) is the fundamental character of 
level . For the proof, we refer to syntomic cover 
the affine of Q and compare its j~th tubular uclJ<,llU'-" 
§ 3o Proof of Them·em 1.2 
In this section, we assurne that K is as in u"'"'''-v" 1 and write its residue field as k 
m of F, in accordance with 
Let g be a finite fiat group scheme over which is reducible, killed p and of 
lF11-rank twoo we have an exact sequence 
0 ---+ --+ g-+ -s)--+0 
for some 
rro state ou.r let us recall the of filtered 
the we take the divided power envelope of a Fl-algebra 
the condition with the natural divkled power structure on 
Let e be the absolute index of R-, W = and cr be the Frobenius 
of }V. Vve fix once and for all a uniformizer 1r of K. Let E(u) = ue- be the 
Eisenstein polynomial 'If over W and set 8 = Sn = (lV[u]PD)A, where the divided 
power envelope of W[u] is taken with respect to an ideal (E( v.)) and/\ means the 1r-acHc 
completion. The S' is endowed with a cr-semilinear map ¢ : u H- which we 
also call Frobenius, and the natural filtration induced by the divided power structure. 
We set (E(u)) E sx. We define¢, and a filtration on 
In [5], the following categories of filtered -modules are defined. Set 1M to be the 
category consisting of following data; 
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., an S-module 11/J and its S-submodule Fil1Af containing Fil1S.1VJ, 
@) a ¢-sernilinear map M -';- NI 
where s1 E mE Nf and 




The category is shown to be 
of finite fiat group schemes over 
the definition of this eau:rvaleilC<~. 
formal ""'-"'"""""• 
families 
abelian sheaves on 
and 





which contains and stable under 
Let us recall 
syntomic 
the sur-
for the category of 
and :J,,n are defined the formula 
) ' 
Frobenius map be denoted by ¢ : On,, 
= ~~Tn,n· We let the 
Vve can define the natural 
-+ which rnakes the commutative. 
r 1 ><p 
Let g E andM E Define 
and 
=Hom'M 
Then the main theorem of [5] is the following. 
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Theo:rem 3.1 ([5]). defines an anti-equivalence 
Jv! -+ (p-Gr j 0 K) and its an, .... ~., ... ·,.n.,, ... 




Iviod K (Q) be the filtered ¢1-module of 
rmarrnhe(i ex;terlSH)n, we may assume that we have an exact 
0-+ M(s)-+ M ~, -+ 0, 
defined M(s) = S 1e, Fi11 il1(s) = u 8 S\e and 
we may assume that M jFHP 8.!YI is of the 
,,,1.,181 .... f' (:::' ,sup(O,r+s-e) c .. 
' 'f'V 1. ' v J '- U/ D 1 
Put m. = Vu Then we have the following theorem. 
Theo:rem 3.2. -- 1). c(Q) u; 
to 
if m?: (ps-r sup(p(e ·-
l_p(e- if rn < (ps - - 1). 
the IK -module Q ( k) contains the character level c(Q). 
To prove this we first write down a defining equation of Q. This is [.JVi5CHI'.n" 
after taking a base extension from K to K 1 = K(7ri), where 1r1 = ([5, Proposition 
and using the theorem below. 
the divided power· enve-
u H vP. Then we have a canonical -mod voles 
Then we can calculate the tubular neighborhoods of g x a K OK1 and its conductor. 
As for the assertion on the tame we know from. Theorem 3.4.3] that it 
suffices to consider Q XaK OK1 • We can 
equation of Q over OK1 that if m > (ps-
check from the shape of a defining 
- 1) and s < 1·, then the IK,-module 
Q(K) Hence this assertion follows from the assertion on the conductor. 
W!e omit the calculation here as it is the same as in the proof of [10, Theorem 
5.5]. In the rest of this paper, we prove Theorem 3.3. 
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Lemma. 3.4, The is free rank. 
The l!V[u]-algebra is free of finite rank We have 
Therefore vV[vjPD = W[7.t]PD from [4, 3.21] and TiV[u]PD --7 
W[vjPD is also free of finite rank. Thus 
This concludes the 
the lemma 
any J\,1 E 
E 
('·V[ ]PD \/\ fCA = v U ) '<YTiV[u]PD 
¢1-modules over be denoted 





then we have 
For a presheaf :F on let :F[ o K, denote the restriction of :F to 
then :F[ o v is also B, sheaf on 
·1 
exad sequences in ) . 
(1) 0-+ 
-> ·-+ 0 
Consider an 
where OKl (X~, ... ' is the 7r-adic vVLH)>"H• and f1, ... is a 
sequence in that Put 
'. '. 
I' ) 
' .! 8 
the formal schen1e of in 
is isomorphic to 
~ • ' 0 
=W[u,T]/(E(n),TP __ (XbP-;, ... , )/(X~-- 1''. 
9 •• ' ' )/(E(X?),f1, ... 
Vve also set 
where Ji is the image of Put (2t' ) = lim 
' 00 ~ and = lil:!{ 
---, 
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:Lemma 3.5, There exists a canonical 
Here the divided power envelope is taken ·with respect to the kernel of a 
\Xthere denotes a 
surjection induces a 
u.r r 4' ) rv, • rxr [ ·] ~ YVn\"" GO v::::;Vfn, 1 crn r~ n V_, r 
n-1 
~.__, 
,Xn-1) ® 1 H)~ 
k=O 
as in 
of over and thus we have the natural 
-Io J:: crys 
Its inverse map is as follows. For any affine 
over we have a map 
1@ u 1·-+ ·u, 
where {k is a , OT). This is a well-defined 
Lemme 
PD [tt]) ' 
in the nofr-affine case and induces the inverse map of the natural nrr11.pr·t1 
Let us define a mornhism WM· : I"' ---" 
• "-"Kl ' 
of 
For any E Spf(OK1 , we want to set 
.fH , where 
Ho (cr' 
--+ crys ~:~ (X') 
Indeed, this 
D 
) as follows. 
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is the natural pull-back The map respects the filtration. To show the compatibility 
with , note that we have a diagram 
Xp /T I ¢1 loK1 On-i-1,7r -~-~· vn,'IC OKl ----4 -""'---+ 
1 1 1 1 
where the arrows are the pull-backs and the left and squares are commu-
tative. The of the horizontal maps are ¢. From the exact sequences and 
we see that the Iniddle square is also commutative. In other vvords, the map 
is with we a of 
'Theorem 3.6. The canonical map u; an 
As the functor is devissage we m.ay assume that = 0. The sheaves 
of both sides come from finite flat group schem.es GrJ-c:(lVI) Xc'JK 0g1 and (1\1£1). 
Thus the can be checked after taking the functor ModK1 • In other words, it 




ranl<.: .. m (Hom(A'-.. 1·o~- ) "7 1 --'-' 1"..1 





. lJ.8re denotes 
(J\1). 
, ed} of 1\.f. Let m = :E~=l s~e·i be an element of 
'vl f E Hom,$ ''-' (RM) 
of Proposition 3.1 , we have 
where X-i,O, . . . , X-i,p-1 
of Xi,k in RM fp. Here we 
(RM /JJ) ®k,<r k[u] -t 01," 
of 
and the element 
from the 
as in and Xi,k is the image 
the natural map 
for the image of f by the natural map 
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where R~ = RM A - -.r" (X.· \ " 'h s ·m E .Ker '±! 1'.1 1, we "ave 
(e-i)) = 0. 
Let ;?i,h be the inmge of by the natural map (R~ /p) ®k,a 
Now we claim that (Xi,io) It is sufficient to show this equality on an 
syntomic cover 
), where R~1,oo is the 
Lemm.a 3.5. Then the composite 
Thus we may consider prR_, 
_i\({,oo 
constructed from = R~ as 
maps 1 ® u to 1 ® vP and r@ 1 to fP ® 1, where f is a lifting of r 
--+ We may taker to be 
Now we have 
i=l 
also holds in 
ar1d its 
[v]/ ( vP - r.t) 
the canonical 
® 1. Th.us the 
As R~d,oo is the direct limit of syntomic covers of is 
Thus the 
=0 
holds in [v]/(vP -1r1). Let us vv-rite s~ for s~ mod v E !~. Taking mod v, we have 
d 
~-tVt 0 L 3 i"'"-i,o = 
i=l 
In of [5, Proposition 3.Ll], 
we know that X1,o, ... , Xd,O are linearly over kin Thus .si = 0 and 
s~ E +Fill' Sj for all i. Take E Sf satisfying sj- vs1 ~ 1 ) E Then we have 
d 
v :Z::s'F) vx- I p(p-1) vi \ Q + V' . 1 + ... + V ;';,. l) = 
't, - ~,p--
i=l 
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in 
for som.e N and 
[v]j(vP- T)::::: ) . 
Thus -- rri) is flat over ) , and we have 
-- 711). 
mod 
other words, m E 
this procedure show s~ E 
This concludes the 
Fi!P S~. In 
0 
Remark 3/7, ln let L be a 
e1 whose uniformizer is denoted there exists 
= 11(;_1 for some a the filtration and if and if 
£ .• 
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